Summer 2017 Isadora Duncan Dance Study Tour
July 10-19 in Athens, Greece

Join Lori Belilove for an inspiring 10-day residency at The Isadora & Raymond Duncan Dance Research Center in Athens, Greece in July 2017 with daily morning classes and evening choreographic workshops in the Dance of Isadora Duncan. Greek art, mythology, and philosophy greatly influenced and inspired Isadora Duncan's dance.

We will travel as a group to visit museums and archeological sites in Athens and fully immerse ourselves in the rich art, history, and culture of Greece. We will read writings of Isadora, Greek poets and philosophers, and study ancient Greek art and history. The notes and sketches from these observations will help in the creation of new movement work.

The residency will also include technique classes for local children, open to those interested in teacher training. The evening sessions will explore dances created by Isadora Duncan reflect Duncan's studies of ancient Greek art. Dancers participating in the choreographic workshop will perform in an informal studio showing on the last day.

To fully experience the magic of Greece, we will dine under the stars under the backdrop of the Acropolis, explore the neighborhoods (shopping), and rest in comfortable accommodations (pool).
COSTS ~
$1,000 total per person for all classes, museum visits, lecture ~ purchased through the Duncan Foundation Inc.
$1,000 estimated plane fare arranged by each respective person
$140 single / $155 double room per night at Hotel Divani ~ suggested hotel with view of the Acropolis and includes breakfast
Estimate for lunch, dinner and alcohol not included here ~ program dates and details are subject to change

Partial program packages are available upon request

Interested? Contact the Duncan Foundation today!
212-691-5040; info@isadoraduncan.org
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SAVE THE DATE!
Isadora's 140th Birthday Celebration
Monday, June 19, 7:30pm